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High-Efficiency Lossy Image Coding Through
Adaptive Neighborhood Information Aggregation
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Abstract—Questing for learned lossy image coding (LIC) with
superior compression performance and computation throughput
is challenging. The vital factor behind it is how to intelligently
explore Adaptive Neighborhood Information Aggregation (ANIA)
in transform and entropy coding modules. To this end, Integrated
Convolution and Self-Attention (ICSA) unit is first proposed to
form a content-adaptive transform to characterize and embed
neighborhood information dynamically of any input. Then a
Multistage Context Model (MCM) is devised to progressively
use available neighbors following a pre-arranged spatial-channel
order for accurate probability estimation in parallel. ICSA and
MCM are stacked under a Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) archi-
tecture to derive rate-distortion optimized compact representa-
tion of input image via end-to-end learning. Our method reports
state-of-the-art compression performance surpassing the VVC
Intra and other prevalent LIC approaches across Kodak, CLIC,
and Tecnick datasets; More importantly, our method offers
>60× decoding speedup using a comparable-size model when
compared with the most popular LIC method. All materials are
made publicly accessible at https://njuvision.github.io/TinyLIC
for reproducible research.

Index Terms—Learned image coding, adaptive neighborhood
information aggregation, convolution, self-attention, multistage
context model.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE pursuit of high-efficiency lossy image coding is ever
increasingly critical for vast networked applications such

as photo sharing, commercial advertisements, remote medical
diagnosis, etc. In principle, lossy image coding searches for
the optimal compact representation of input source in a com-
putationally feasible way that leads to the best rate-distortion
(R-D) performance [1] defined in

J = R+ λD. (1)

Here, λ is the Lagrange multiplier that controls the desired
compression trade-off between the rate and distortion. R
represents the number of bits to encode the input data, and
D can be measured using Mean Square Error (MSE) or
Multiscale Structural Similarity (MS-SSIM) [2].

Though conceptually any input source can be represented
using vector quantization, it is practically infeasible for a high-
dimensional source because of unbearable complexity [3]. In
the light of computationally manageable coding solution, it
then leads to the Transform Coding that divides the image
coding problem into three consecutive simple steps, e.g.,
transform, quantization, and entropy coding, as stated in [4].
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Fig. 1. Performance versus Complexity. Performance gain is measured
by BD-rate [5] against the HEVC Intra anchor [6] (a.k.a., BPG), and
complexity measures include the Multiply–Accumulate Operations per pixel
(MACs/pixel) and the size of model parameters in bytes. Here the models
at the highest quality level with the largest model are used for comparison.
Notable LIC methods like Ballé’18 [7], Minnen’18 [8], Cheng’20 [9], Min-
nen’20 [10], Xie’21 [11], Qian’22 [12], and the VVC Intra [13] are evaluated.
BD-rate is averaged using all test images in the Kodak dataset. Our method
reports the best performance with fewer MACs/pixel and parameters.

A. Motivation

In general, the “transform” module converts an image block
in the pixel domain to a latent space (e.g., frequency domain),
by which less nonzero coefficients are retained to represent the
input source [4]; Then the “quantization” function uses finite
symbols to represent transformed coefficients with the least
bitrate desire under a certain distortion target [14]. Finally,
the “entropy coding” engine is devised to further reduce
statistical redundancy by accurately modeling the probability
distribution of each quantized symbol [15]. Finetuning the
transform, quantization, and entropy coding jointly is enforced
for decades to pursue better image compression as defined in
(1) [13], [16]–[18].

Given that the scalar quantizer is widely applied in main-
stream image compression solutions, we keep using it and have
the main focus of this work on transform and entropy coding.

Transform Function. Since the 1970s, a great amount of
studies have been devoted to advance the transform module,
from the very first Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [19],
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to variable-size Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT) [20], to
Hybrid intra Prediction/Transform (HiPT) that applies spatial
intra prediction and residue DCT across variable-size tree
blocks [16], [21], [22], and to Nonlinear Neural Transform
using attention optimized Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) [3], [9], [23]. All of these endeavors give a clear di-
rection: exploiting redundancy exhaustively with better energy
compaction desires content-adaptive transforms that can effec-
tively characterize the neighborhood distribution conditioned
on the dynamic input.

Entropy Context Model. As revealed in a sequence of im-
age/video coding standards, context-adaptive arithmetic coding
demonstrates its superior capacity to model non-stationary and
high-order statistics among syntax elements (e.g., quantized
coefficients). Unlike transforms that can use block-level par-
allelism to some extent [24], the context model, especially
in the decoding phase, operates sequentially because of causal
dependency [15]. Thus, high-performance and high-throughput
entropy modeling is of great importance in practice [25]. How
to leverage neighborhood dependency to arrange a more ap-
propriate order for context modeling that not only provides ac-
curate probability estimation but also assures computationally-
efficient processing in the entropy coding engine is crucial.

As seen, the vital factor behind high-efficiency LIC for
ensuring high-performance compression and high-throughput
computation jointly is highly related to the efficient use of
neighborhood information that is defined as the Adaptive
Neighborhood Information Aggregation (ANIA).

B. Our Method
This work, therefore, fulfills the use of ANIA in respective

transform and entropy coding modules for high-efficiency LIC.
Content-Adaptive Transform Through Integrated Con-

volution & Self-Attention. Past explorations have suggested
us leveraging neighborhood dependency adaptively for better
transformation [20], [22]. Although deep CNN-based non-
linear transforms have been devised in a collection of LIC
approaches shown in Fig. 1 because of their powerful rep-
resentation capacity to embed neighborhood information of
underlying content, they do have limitations [26]. For example,
offline-trained CNN models are presented with fixed recep-
tive fields and weights in inference, making them generally
inefficient for unseen images that exhibit different content
distribution from training samples [27].

To tackle it, we propose the Integrated Convolution and
Self-Attention (ICSA) unit that is comprised of a convolu-
tional layer and multiple self-attention layers realized by local
window-based Residual Neighborhood Attention Blocks (RN-
ABs) [28]. The convolutional layer is applied in each ICSA
unit to not only reduce the data dimensionality [23] but also
exploit the hierarchical characteristics of the content [20]. In
comparison to fixed-weights convolutions used in pre-trained
CNN models, the self-attention mechanism in succeeding
RNABs can weigh and aggregate neighboring elements on-
the-fly with which instantaneous content input can be better
characterized to some extent.

Entropy Coding Using Multistage Context Model. Adap-
tive context modeling conditioned on hyperpriors and spatial-

TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Abbr. Description
ANIA Adaptive Neighborhood Information Aggregation
ICSA Integrated Convolution and Self-Attention
RNAB Residual Neighborhood Attention Block
MCM Multi-stage Context Model
GCP Generalized Checkerboard Pattern
VAE Variational Auto-Encoder
LIC Lossy Image Coding

MAC Multiply–Accumulate Operation
BD-rate [5] Bjøntegaard Delta Rate

PSNR Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
MSE Mean Square Error

MS-SSIM [2] Multiscale Structural Similarity
BPG Better Portable Graphics

HEVC [6] High-Efficiency Video Coding
VVC [13] Versatile Video Coding

channel neighbors jointly that was originally proposed by Min-
nen et al. [8] and extended in succeeding followups [9], [11],
[23], [29] is able to accurately approximate the probability of
latent features following an autoregressive manner. However,
the sequential processing of spatial or spatial-channel autore-
gressive neighbors (in a raster scan order) makes the image
decoder extremely impractical, e.g., taking hours to reconstruct
a 1080p RGB image due to element-by-element computation
as reported in [23], [30]1.

Thus, devising a method that not only best maintains the
performance of the autoregressive model but also enables
parallel processing for high-throughput computation is of great
desire. Apparently, the efficiency of the autoregressive model
comes from the utilization of causal neighbors for conditional
probability estimation. Simply enforcing the independent pro-
cessing of each latent element by completely ignoring the inter
dependency across neighbors for concurrency can improve the
throughput but definitely hurt the compression performance. It
urgently calls for intelligently exploiting neighborhood depen-
dency using a different conditional manner (or scan order).

As inspired by recent studies in [10], [31] where they
arranged the context prediction across evenly-grouped feature
channels, and/or uniformly-grouped spatial neighbors for par-
allel probability estimation, we propose the Multistage Con-
text Model (MCM) to process nonuniformly-grouped spatial-
channel features in a pre-arranged context modeling order for
optimal performance-complexity trade-off.

We first slice the latent feature tensor along with the channel
dimension into four sub-tensors with variable channels follow-
ing the Cosine slicing strategy where the number of channels
increases gradually from the first to the fourth channel-grouped
sub-tensor. Upon each channel-grouped sub-tensor, a Gener-
alized Checkerboard Pattern (GCP) is utilized to group spatial
neighbors for multi-step processing where concurrent context
prediction is applied for same-group elements using available
spatial-channel neighbors previously-processed in preceding
steps. The granularity of GCP decreases from one stage to

1Image encoding speedup can be easily fulfilled by parallel processing
since elements are all available but the casual data dependency enforces
the sequential processing strictly in image decoding. Thus image decoding
runtime or latency is another vital factor for practical application.
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another for the processing of corresponding channel-grouped
sub-tensor, e.g., 4-Step GCP at the first stage, 2-Step GCP
for both the second and their stage, and direct channel-wise
context prediction without spatial GCP for the last stage. As
revealed later, progressively processing such non-uniformly
grouped spatial-channel features ensures accurate and high-
throughput context modeling simultaneously.

End-to-End Architecture. We stack the ICSA and MCM
units upon the prominent VAE structure to form a novel LIC.
We call it TinyLIC as in Fig. 2. Such VAE architecture has
been well generalized in various LICs [7]–[9], [23]. As seen,
main and hyper coders are paired with encoding and decoding
processes. In the main encoder, it generally performs the
analysis transform ga(·) using four consecutive ICSA units
to derive latent features of input image x while the main
decoder mirrors the encoding as the synthesis transform gs(·)
to reconstruct x̂. To efficiently encode quantized latent features
ŷ, the MCM jointly utilizes the hyperpriors and spatial-
channel neighbors, where hyperpriors are generated by the
hyper coder that uses two paired ICSA units and a factorized
model-based entropy coding [7].

C. Contribution
Our contributions are summarized below:
1) This work shows that high-efficiency LIC with both

high-performance compression and high-throughput compu-
tation can be successfully fulfilled by adaptive neighborhood
information aggregation (ANIA) to best exploit neighborhood
characteristics in transform and entropy coding; As for trans-
form function, the ANIA dynamically adapts itself to the input
to best embed neighborhood information; while for entropy
coding, it carefully arranges the order of context modeling
upon non-uniformly grouped spatial-channel features, which
not only retains the efficiency as the autoregressive model but
also enables high-throughput parallel processing.

2) This work exemplifies the design of ANIA by using the
Integrated Convolution and Self-Attention unit for content-
adaptive transform, and the Multistage Context Model in
entropy coding, respectively, to form the proposed TinyLIC;
Extensive comparisons report the superior compression effi-
ciency of the TinyLIC, outperforming the VVC Intra and other
notable LICs for three popular datasets; More importantly, the
TinyLIC offers the best complexity-performance tradeoff, re-
porting > 10 absolute percentage BD-rate points improvement
against the same HEVC Intra, > 60× decoding speedup with
a comparable-size model to the Minnen’18 [8] - the seminal
foundation for other LIC approaches.

3) The proposed TinyLIC further reports its generalization
by thoroughly examining a variety of settings in modular
components such as the backbone structure (e.g., feature
embedding, self-attention method), entropy context modeling
(e.g., conditional estimation method) in ablation studies. Addi-
tional experiments are also carried out to report the efficiency
of the TinyLIC in a companion supplementary material.

II. RELATED WORK

This section briefs the developments in transform coding for
image compression including classical rules-based approaches

and recently-emerged learning-based solutions.

A. Rules-based Transform Coding

Fixed-Weights Transforms. Prominent transforms like
DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) [19] and Wavelet [32] use
linear transformations that are generally comprised of a set of
linear and orthogonal bases. They have been used in famous
image coding standards like JPEG [33] and JPEG2000 [34].
Later, DCT alike Integer transforms [35] are adopted in
intra profile of respective H.264/AVC [36], HEVC [6], and
VVC [13] to process predictive residues.

Apparently, linear transformation with fixed bases can not
best exploit the redundancy because the content of the un-
derlying image block is non-stationary and does not strictly
follow the mathematical distribution as assumed (e.g., Gaus-
sian source [4]). Therefore, devising transformation with data-
driven bases to better exploit non-stationary content distribu-
tion attracts intensive attention. Notable approaches include
the dictionary learning [37]–[39], KLT [20] and recently-
emerged CNN transforms [3] (see Sec. II-B for more details).

Content-Adaptive Transforms. Although data-driven
transforms have improved energy compaction [20] to some
extent compared with fixed-basis DCT or wavelet, the model
generalization is still a challenging problem due to fixed
weights after training. For example, if the distribution of test
data is different from the training samples, energy compaction
is largely suffered with poor coding performance [20].

Given that neighborhood pixels often presented high co-
herency, adaptively weighting local spatial neighbors through
an autoregressive predictive means [40] or predefined direc-
tional patterns [21], [22] had been proposed and extensively
studied over the past decades. Since the late 1990s, spatial
intra prediction was integrated with the aforementioned fixed-
basis transforms (e.g., DCT), forming the normative toolset
in mainstream intra profiles of video coding standards like
H.264/AVC Intra, HEVC Intra, and VVC Intra, because of
the superior performance on redundancy removal and energy
compaction [20].

Such Hybrid intra Prediction/Transform (HiPT) dynamically
characterizes and embeds spatial neighbors, making it content
adaptive. Then after, variable-size HiPT has been extended
along with the recursive tree structures, by which the non-
stationary image characteristics in different regions can be well
and adaptively captured and modeled.

The use of reconstructed neighbors in HiPT leverages the
neighborhood coherency through handcrafted rules to best
reflect the dynamics of the input content, which motivates us
to develop the content-adaptive transformation from a learning
perspective.

Entropy Model. Quantized transform coefficients are sub-
sequently encoded into binary strings for efficient storage or
network delivery, by further exploiting their statistical correla-
tions. Extensive explorations conducted in the past [15] have
clearly revealed that an accurate context model conditioned on
neighborhood elements plays a vital role in high-efficiency en-
tropy coding. Examples include the context-adaptive variable-
length coding (CAVLC) and context-adaptive binary arithmetic
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coding (CABAC) [15]. And, because of the superior efficiency
offered by the arithmetic codes, CABAC, and its variants, are
widely deployed in mainstream compression recommendations
like HEVC, VVC, JPEG2000, etc, where associated context
models are mainly developed following empirical rules and
experimental observations.

Computation throughput limitation incurred by the sequen-
tial data dependency in context modeling was extensively
investigated since the standardization of HEVC a decade
ago. High-throughput and high-performance were then jointly
evaluated during the development of the entropy coding en-
gine [25], [41]. Well-known examples include symbol parsing
dependency unknitting, bins grouping, etc that more or less
rely on the utilization of contextual correlation in a local
neighborhood.

B. Learning-based Transform Coding

Given that LIC methods jointly optimize transform and en-
tropy coding modules through end-to-end learning, we review
them together.

CNN Models. As CNNs have shown their remarkable
capacity for generating compact representation features from
underlying image data in various visual tasks, numerous
attempts have been made in recent years to use CNN models
for image compression. For instance, in 2017, Ballé et al. [42]
showed that stacking convolutions could replace the traditional
transform coding to form an end-to-end trainable image com-
pression method with better efficiency than the JPEG [17], in
which a CABAC alike entropy coding engine was used. Then,
hyperpriors and spatial-channel neighbors were jointly used
in [8], [9], [23] for context modeling assuming the Gaussian
distribution following an autoregressive manner, which further
improved the image compression efficiency. As seen such a
context model conditioned on joint hyperprior and autoregres-
sive neighbors mostly utilized the local correlations. Recently,
Qian et al. [43] and Kin et al. [44] extended the utilization
of only local correlation to the use of both global and local
correlation by the inclusion of additional global priors.

In addition to these methods mainly utilizing convolutions
to aggregate information locally, our early exploration in [23]
applied nonlocal attention to optimizing intermediate features
generated by the convolutional layer for more effective in-
formation embedding. However, the nonlocal computation is
expensive since it typically requires a large amount of space
to host a correlation matrix with the size of HfWf ×HfWf .
Here Hf and Wf are the height and width of the input feature
map. A similar convolution-based spatial attention mechanism
was also used in [9] and other related works.

ViT Models. LIC solutions discussed above mainly lever-
aged CNNs to formulate nonlinear transform and high-
performance entropy coding. With the surge of self-attention-
based Vision Transformers (ViT) in various tasks [45]–[50], a
number of attempts had been made to apply Transformer alike
schemes to improve transform and entropy coding in a LIC.
For example, Zhu et al. [51] replaced stacked convolutions
with Swin Transformer [50] to form the nonlinear transform
and kept using the channel-wise context prediction as in [10];

while Qian et al. [12] retained CNN transform but replaced
the convolution-based context modeling with the Transformer.
Coincidentally at the same time, our preliminary study in [29]
extended the Transformer architecture to both transform and
entropy coding modules.

Discussion. Most works have claimed that the ability of
long-range dependency capturing in ViTs improves the CNN
models that operate locally. Yet, we have a different view: we
believe that the compression gains are mainly contributed by
the self-attention mechanism that can best weigh neighborhood
information of the dynamic input. As reported in [52], large-
kernel convolutions can also capture relatively long-range
dependency as ViTs for various tasks.

Efficient Entropy Model. Computation efficiency is an-
other key factor determining whether the solution can be
used in practice. Existing LIC approaches were rigorously
criticized for exhaustive computing and caching. The most
computationally exhaustive subsystem is the sequential pro-
cessing of syntax elements in entropy coding. For instance,
the decoding runtime of a popular context model conditioned
on joint hyperprior and spatial autoregressive neighbors is a
function ofO(H×W ), which is unbearable for practical image
applications. Massively-parallel context modeling was then de-
veloped by exploring channel-wise concurrency like channel-
wise grouping [10], and spatial concurrency like checkerboard
patterning [53] or column-wise/row-wise parallelism [23] to
improve the throughput with reasonable performance compro-
mise.

He et al. [53] solely relied on the 2-step checkerboard
pattern to perform context modeling across grouped spatial
neighbors. Although it significantly improved computational
efficiency, the context probability estimation of half of the
latent features used the hyperpriors only, which led to a no-
ticeable performance loss to the default autoregressive model
(see reproduced results of “P” model in Fig. 11). Minnen
et al. [10] then proposed a channel-wise conditional model
by slicing the latent feature tensor into ten equal-channel
groups to avoid the use of spatial autoregressive neighbors
for context modeling. The probability of latent features in the
latter grouped channels can be predicted using the hyperpriors
and the previously-processed groups. This method showed
better R-D performance than the serial autoregressive model
by additionally costing a huge amount of parameters and
multiply-accumulation operations. Later, the combination of
non-uniform channel grouping and uniform 2-Step spatial
checkerboard grouping in each grouped channels was given
in [31] with improved efficiency. The aforementioned meth-
ods performed the uniform feature grouping either spatially
or channel-wisely to do context modeling following a pre-
arranged order.

The proposed MCM groups the latent features non-
uniformly from both spatial and channel dimensions. In this
way, our method extends existing methods in [10], [31], [53]
with a generalized solution which offers the best performance-
complexity tradeoff as reported in subsequent studies.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

This section first overviews the proposed TinyLIC. More de-
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Fig. 2. TinyLIC. Prominent VAE structure is used with main and hyper encoder-decoder pairs. Four and two paired ICSA units are used in main and
hyper coders. Each ICSA is comprised of a convolutional layer for feature embedding and spatial resampling, and multiple RNABs to adaptively aggregate
neighborhood information through attention-based weighting. di, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6 is the number of RNABs used at i-th stage. Convolution Conv(k,s) and its
transposed version TConv(k,s) apply the kernel at a size of k × k and a stride of s. k = 3 or 5, and s = 2. The MCM fully utilizes the hyperpriors ψ and
non-uniformly grouped channel and spatial elements for better probability estimation, and a simple factorized entropy model is used to encode hyperpriors. S
and C represent the tensor Slicing and Concatenation; Uniform Quantization is used in Q; AE and AD stand for respective Arithmetic Encoding and Decoding.

tails are given subsequently for transform and entropy coding.
For better comprehension, notations are given in Table I.

A. Overview

Figure 2 depicts the TinyLIC which follows the end-to-end
VAE architecture [8] to construct main and hyper encoder-
decoder pairs to layer-wisely analyze and aggregate neighbor-
hood information for R-D optimized compact representation.

Given an input image x ∈ RH×W×3, the analysis transform
ga(·) is first applied to derive the latent representation y, which
is further processed to generate hyper features z through ha(·).
Quantization is used to discretize both y and z, producing ŷ
and ẑ for entropy coding. A simple factorized entropy model
is applied for ẑ [7]. The Gaussian conditional model is used to
characterize ŷ for probability estimation where its mean µ and
scale σ parameters are predicted using decoded hyperpriors ψ
(e.g., via hs(·)) and available spatial-channel neighbors [8]
following a pre-arranged order. The final x̂ is reconstructed
using the synthesis transform gs(·).

Thus, rate-distortion optimization of the VAE in Fig. 2 can
be extended from (1) as

J = Ex∼px [− log2 pŷ(ŷ|ẑ)] + Ex∼px [− log2 pẑ(ẑ)]

+λ · Ex∼px [d(x, x̂)], (2)

where px is the distribution of input source image, pŷ and
pẑ are the probability distribution of respective ŷ and ẑ at
bottleneck layer for entropy coding.

Next, the ICSA based content-adaptive transform and the
MCM based context modeling are given in detail.

B. Content-Adaptive Transform via Stacked ICSAs

1) Convolutional Feature Embedding & Resampling: To
ensure the spatial coherency as suggested in Vision Trans-
former studies [46], [47], we perform the convolutional feature
embedding to tokenize the input image x for the first ICSA
unit in Fig. 2 into a latent space. The same tokenizations are
enforced for subsequent ICSA units to process the output from

the RNAB module of proceeding ICSA for hierarchical feature
embedding. It is worth pointing out that we also apply the
spatial resampling at the convolution layer in each ICSA. This
is because convolutions can aggregate spatial neighbors within
the receptive field to some extent, by which we can down-
sample the resolution to reduce data dimensionality spatially
with negligible information loss. For simplicity, we apply
uniform sampling at each dimension with a stride of 2.

Since convolutional feature embedding can implicitly en-
code the position information [54] to capture the spatial
relationship between tokenized latents, it does not require
the explicit position signaling in the tokenization phase as
reported in [46], [47]. Additionally, compared with non-
overlapping pixel patches used in [51], convolutional features
used for succeeding window-based self-attention computation
can avoid blocky artifacts, and is beneficial to early visual
processing and stable training as reported in [55], [56] and
our simulations in Sec. V-A.

2) Window-based Self-Attention via RNAB: Years ago, de-
spite the great success of Transformers in high-level vision
tasks (e.g., classification) [46], [47], it is difficult to directly
migrate the self-attention layer in Transformers to low-level
vision tasks (e.g., compression) because of the quadruple
computation complexity of input image size. Recently, the
emergence of window-based self-attention [28], [50] demon-
strates outstanding efficiency with much less computation
consumption.

As a result, we use the Neighborhood Attention Transformer
(NAT) proposed in [28] as an example to form the Residual
Neighborhood Attention Block (RNAB) for window-based
self-attention computation. Other window-based self-attention
mechanisms like Swin Transformer [50] can be applied as
well (see Sec. V-A). Multiple RNABs are often stacked and
connected with a convolutional layer to form an ICSA unit as
in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 briefly sketches the processing flow of an RNAB.
• First, the feature embedding (FE) layer projects input

feature tensor at a size of Hf ×Wf ×C to a dimension
of HfWf × C for processing;
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Fig. 3. Residual Neighborhood Attention Block. FE and FU denote
the feature embedding and unembedding layer. NAT is the Neighborhood
Attention Transformer consisting of layer normalization (LN), Neighborhood
Attention (NA), and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) layers. Two fully connected
(FC) layers are interleaved with a GELU activation layer to form the MLP
layer. Residual skip connections are applied.

• Subsequently, the NAT aggregates neighborhood infor-
mation by stacking the layers for respectively processing
the neighborhood attention (NA), multi-layer perception
(MLP) and layer normalization (LN);

• Finally, a feature unembedding (FU) layer remaps
attention-weighted features back to the original resolution
at Hf ×Wf × C.

Following the convention, residual skip connections are used
for better information aggregation and model training [57].

The feature aggregation in NA layer can be formulated as

NA(i,j) = softmax(
Qi,jK

T
ρ(i,j) +Bi,j√

d
)Vρ(i,j), (3)

where (i, j) is the element location and ρ(i, j) defines a
local neighborhood centered at (i, j). Qi,j , Kρ(i,j) and Vρ(i,j)
(i.e., query, key, and value) are linearly-transformed features.
Bi,j denotes the relative positional bias. d is the query/key
dimension. The MLP layer consists of two fully-connected
(FC) layers and an activation layer GELU [58] in between.

As shown in (3), Qi,j , Kρ(i,j) and Vρ(i,j) are computed
on-the-fly to weigh local information which well reflects the
content characteristics of any input.

C. Multistage Context Model

Using hyperpriors and spatial-channel neighbors jointly for
context modeling brings significant R-D performance gain [8],
[9], [23]. However, the sharp increase of decoding runtime
due to the sequential processing of autoregressive neighbor is
unacceptable where each latent feature element is calculated
serially using causal neighbors through a masked convolution.

As the strong correlation exists among spatial-channel
neighbors, instead of the sequential raster scan order used
in the autoregressive model, we perform the MCM in a
pre-arranged order by non-uniformly grouping spatial-channel
features for accurate probability estimation in parallel.

1) Four-Stage Processing Pipeline: Figure 4 pictures the
processing pipeline of the proposed 4-Stage MCM, for which
quantized latent feature tensor ŷ at the bottleneck is first
sliced into four groups along with the channel dimension, e.g.,
ŷi, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). The Cosine slicing is applied to generate
groups with variable channels in learning, where we increase
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Fig. 4. Multistage Context Model. The channel conditional model gcc and
spatial conditional model gsc are applied for contextual prediction. ŷi

p denotes
the discrete latent features which have been already predicted.

the number of channels gradually from ŷ1 to ŷ4. On the
contrary, existing methods either slice the tensor to equal-size
groups uniformly [10] (e.g., Linear slicing) or handcraft the
channel slicing with variable-size groups [31].

• For the first stage, the entropy parameter φ1 used for de-
riving the feature probabilities in ŷ1 are computed by pro-
cessing the concatenation of the hyperpriors ψ, channel-
wisely aggregated neighbors (channel-wise neighbors)

φ1cc = g1cc(ψ), (4)

and spatially-aggregated neighbors (spatial neighbors)

φ1sc = g1sc(ŷ
1
p), (5)

having ŷ1
p as available spatial neighbors obtained step-

wisely, e.g.,

φ1 = g1ep(C{ψ, φ1cc, φ1sc}). (6)

Channel-wise aggregation gcc(·) stacks convolutional lay-
ers for computation while spatial aggregation gsc(·) uti-
lizes the Generalized Checkerboard Prediction (GCP).
At this first stage, 4-Step GCP is used for fine-grained
spatial information utilization. gep(·) stacks simple 1× 1
convolutions to derive entropy parameters, i.e., mean µ
and scale σ assuming the Gaussian distribution. C{·}
processes the tensor concatenation.

• For the second stage, the entropy parameters φ2 are
computed using φ2 = g2ep(C{(ψ, φ2cc, φ2sc)}) where φ2cc =
g2cc(C{ψ, ŷ1}) and φ2sc = g2sc(ŷ

2
p). Note the the process-

ing at the third stage is almost the same as it of the sec-
ond stage, but applies different channel-wise neighbors
φ3cc = g3cc(C{ψ, ŷ1, ŷ2}). Also, instead of using 4-step
GCP, simpler 2-Step GCP is used at the second and third
stages, where a slight difference is setting complementary
checkerboard arrangement for spatial prediction.

• Finally, the entropy parameters φ4 are derived using φ4 =
g4ep(C{(ψ, φ4cc)}) with φ4cc = g4cc(C{(ψ, ŷ1, ŷ2, ŷ3)}). As
seen, only hypepriors and channel-wise neighbors are
used at this stage to simplify the computations greatly.

These operators, e.g., gcc(·), gsc(·), and gep(·) share with
the same architecture across the proposed four stages. Their
implementation details are shown in the supplemental material.
We use the superscript with them to specifically identify the
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Fig. 5. 4-Step GCP. (a) One-stage Parallel Encoding (b) 4-step Parallel
Decoding. M represents binary masks, AD denotes the Arithmetic Decoding
to derive latent elements. At the decoder, massive parallelism can be achieved
by processing latent features at the same step concurrently. Note that we
perform spatial context modeling for grouped channels at one time, thus the
channel dimension is omitted using 2D illustration for simplicity.

stage-wise computation. Next, we exemplify the 4-Step GCP
in detail while the simpler 2-Step GCP can be easily extended.

2) 4-Step GCP:
a) One-shot Parallel Encoding: Following the Gaussian

distribution used in [8], [23], the probability estimation is
reformulated as the derivation of entropy parameters for all
latent features. Apparently, latent features in ŷ are all available
for encoding. This section shows how to derive entropy
parameters concurrently as plotted in Fig. 5a.

Recalling the spatial tiling using 2 × 2 element block in
Fig. 5a, entropy parameters for upper-left latent elements
marked with “0” (e.g., step#0 latents) are generated using
corresponding co-located hyperpriors only through stacked
1×1 convolutions. Simultaneously, the entropy parameters of
bottom-right step#1 latents are generated by applying 3 × 3
masked convolutions upon four neighboring step#0 latents and
corresponding hyperpriors. Similarly, the entropy parameters
of step#2 and step#3 latents are generated using the same
stage hyperpriors and available spatial neighbors in a local
3×3 window, respectively.

b) Step-wise Parallel Decoding: As depicted in Fig. 5b,
four consecutive steps are involved in decoder to progressively

reconstruct the latents ŷ, which basically mirrors the encoding
operations. However, because of the casual dependency in
decoding, it can only offer the parallel processing at the same
step.

1) At the first step, only hyperpriors are used to generate
the entropy parameters of step#0 latents for entropy
decoding and reconstruction; and then decoded step#0
latents are processed with masked 3 × 3 convolutions
to produce step#1 context features for the second stage;

2) At the second step, co-located hyperpriors, and step#1
context features are processed to generate proper entropy
parameters to reconstruct step#1 latents that are subse-
quently convoluted to derive step#2 context features;

3) At the third step, both hyperpriors at step#0 and context
features at step#1 and #2 are used to derive the entropy
parameters to properly decode step#2 latents; similarly,
step#2 latents are then convoluted to derive step#3
context features for the fourth step;

4) In the end (at the fourth step), we follow the same way in
previous steps to reconstruct step#3 latents to complete
the ŷ.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

This section conducts comparative studies to understand
the compression performance and complexity of the proposed
TinyLIC.

A. Experimental Setup

Training. We choose the Flicker2W [59] as the training
dataset in which image samples are randomly cropped into
fixed patches at a size of 256 × 256 × 3. More than 20k
random patches are generated where 99% of them, i.e., 20k
in total, are used for training, and the rest few hundred of
patches are retained for quick model validation. Adam is used
as the optimizer with default parameters provided in [60] and
the batch size is 8 for each iteration. All training threads run
on a single RTX 3090 GPU for 400 epochs in total, having
the learning rate at 10−4 initially, and then at 10−5 after 300
epochs.

Model Settings. Our TinyLIC, shown in Fig. 2, is im-
plemented on top of the open-source CompressAI PyTorch
library [61], by which we can easily share our models and
materials for reproducible research. Eight models are trained
from the scratch to match different bitrates (or quality levels)
by adapting λ in (1). All of them share the same network
architecture and channel numbers, which can be found in our
supplemental materials. As for MSE loss optimized model,
λ is chosen from {0.0018, 0.0035, 0.0067, 0.013, 0.025,
0.0483, 0.0932, 0.18}2. We use mixed quantization estimator
for training by encoding the dy − µc to the bitstream instead
of dyc and restore the symbol using dy − µc+ µ as in [10].

For convolutional feature embedding, we use small-scale 3×
3 or 5× 5 convolutional kernels for lightweight computation,
and simply enforce the resampling by a stride of 2 at each

2For MS-SSIM loss optimized model, λ is from {2.40, 4.58, 8.73, 16.64,
31.73, 60.50, 115.37, 220.00}. Detailed performance evaluations of MS-SSIM
optimized model are given in supplemental material.
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Fig. 6. R-D performance averaged on (a) Kodak (b)Tecnick (c) CLIC dataset with MSE optimized. Please zoom in for more details.

spatial dimension. The number of RNABs for four ICSA units
in main coder are 2, 2, 6, and 2 respectively, i.e., d1 = 2,
d2 = 2, d3 = 6, d4 = 2, having different di follows the
suggestions presented in [50]; And they are 2 and 2 in hyper
coder, i.e., d5 = 2 and d6 = 2. The numbers of heads used in
the self-attention layer for RNABs at four stages of the main
coder are 8, 12, 16, 20, and 12; while they are fixed at 12 in
hyper. The window size is 7×7 for RNABs in the main coder,
while it is 3×3 in the hyper coder; And the hidden channels
are expanded by a factor of 2 for all MLP layers used in our
work.

Testing. We use three popular datasets that contain diverse
images for evaluation, i.e., the Kodak dataset3 with image
resolution at 768×512, Tecnick dataset4 with image size of
1200× 1200 and CLIC professional validation dataset5 which
contains 41 images at 2k spatial resolution approximately.
These datasets are widely used for image coding competitions.
Both peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and MS-SSIM are
used to quantify the decoded image quality, and the bpp (bits
per pixel) measures the compressed bitrate.

B. Evaluation

Anchor & Alternatives. We set HEVC Intra compliant
BPG method as the anchor, a.k.a., BPG, to derive BD-rate
gains. We also offer the results of VVC Intra using its
latest reference software [22]. Meanwhile a broad collection
of prominent LIC solutions are included for comparison
with their best-produced results, including the Ballé’18 [7],
Minnen’18 [8], Cheng’20 [9], Minnen’20 [10], Ma’20 [62],
Hu’21 [63], and Xie’21 [11]. These methods are representative
examples that plot the technical development history for the
past years as discussed in Sec. II. Among them, Minnen’18
is the seminal framework that forms the foundation modules
(e.g., nonlinear transform, context modeling using hyperpriors
& spatial-channel neighbors) for future improvements.

3https://r0k.us/graphics/kodak/
4https://tecnick.com/?aiocp dp=testimages
5http://compression.cc/tasks/#image

TABLE II
AVERAGED BD-RATE (%) IMPROVEMENT AGAINST THE BPG ANCHOR

FOR DIFFERENT DATASETS. Red AND BLUE INDICATES THE BEST AND THE
SECOND BEST PERFORMANCE, RESPECTIVELY.

Method Kodak Tecnick CLIC

Ballé’18 [7] 3.93 9.42 0.67
Minnen’18 [8] -11.3 -11.66 -18.22
Cheng’20 [9] -17.71 -17.69 -23.53

Minnen’20 [10] -16.81 -22.48 -
Ma’20 [62] -16.3 -22.6 -20.3
Hu’21 [63] -9.42 -14.15 -18.89
Xie’21 [11] -21.55 -23.85 -28.13

VVC -20.53 -20.38 -25.76
Ours - TinyLIC -21.77 -24.30 -28.60

1) Quantitative Performance: Rate-distortion (R-D) curves
are plotted in Fig. 6a, 6b, 6c while the BD-rate gains against
the BPG anchor are given in Table II and Fig. 1. For a fair
comparison, we try our best to ensure a similar bitrate range
across different approaches for BD-rate computation [5].

Overall BD-rate Gain. As for the results tested on Kodak
dataset, the proposed method outperforms all other solutions
for the distortion measured by PSNR shown in Fig. 6a. In
Table II, our method provides 21.77% BD-rate improvement
against the anchor BPG, while the VVC just offers a 20.53%
gain. Coding gains are further enlarged for Tecnick and CLIC
datasets as illustrated in Fig. 6b and 6c. For instance, ≈4%
relative gain is captured for CLIC images that are widely
used for image compression competitions, e.g., 24.30% BD-
rate improvement to BPG for “Ours” versus 20.38% of it for
“VVC” in Table II. In the meantime, our method also shows
consistent performance lead in comparison to other notable
LICs.

Discussion. Almost all solutions report the increase of
coding efficiency for test images with larger resolution in
Table II. For instance, the average BD-rate gain for CLIC
dataset is larger than it is for the Kodak dataset. This is
because: an image sample with a larger spatial resolution
would exhibit higher local coherency, for which it is easier
to exploit neighborhood correlation for better compression
efficiency.
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Fig. 7. Qualitative Visualization. Reconstructions and close-ups of the BPG, VVC and our method. Corresponding bpp and PSNR are marked.

It also evidences that the VAE architecture with nonlinear
transform and entropy context conditioned on joint hyperpriors
and spatial-channel neighbors which was first proposed in
Minnen’18 is a well-generalized solution regardless of the
different techniques used in its modular components like
ReLU or GDN-based activation, simple convolution or ICSA,
etc [8], [9], [23], [29]. When comparing to coding efficiency
offered by the Minnen’18, almost 10 absolute percentage
points improvement is reported against the same BPG anchor.

The attention mechanism further reveals its outstanding
effectiveness to adaptively weigh and aggregate highly cor-
related information from the results of Cheng’20 [9] and our
TinyLIC. Compared with Cheng’20 [9], our method not only
extends the attention embedding to all stages (but not just the
bottleneck layer) in main and hyper coders but also replaces
the convolution-based attention computation with the self-
attention to flexibly characterize any dynamic input.

The VVC Intra is expected to succeed its predecessor HEVC
Intra (BPG) because of its outstanding performance [22]. We
then switch the anchor from BPG to VVC Intra to derive
coding gains of the proposed TinyLIC, for which ≈3% BD-rate
gains are captured on average across all three datasets.

2) Qualitative Visualization: Figure 7 visualizes the recon-
structions and closeups generated by the BPG, VVC Intra,
and our method. Ground-truth labels are also provided for
side-by-side illustration. We particularly use the VVC Intra

compressed image for qualitative comparison because a set of
normative in-loop filters are enabled in the VVC intra profile
which promises outstanding subjective quality of decoded
image [64]. As seen, the proposed method noticeably improves
the subjective quality with more sharp textures and less noise.
Reconstruction snapshots of other test images from different
datasets will be shown in our supplemental material.

3) Complexity: We report the size of model parameters
and MACs/pixel of each LIC solution in Fig. 1. As seen, the
proposed method provides the most competitive performance-
complexity tradeoff. In comparison to the Minnen’18 [8],
our method uses a comparable-size model (e.g., 28.34M vs.
25.5M) and slightly more MACs/pixel for > 10 absolute
percentage points improvement against the same BPG anchor.
Compared with the Cheng’20 [9] - another representative work
succeeding the Minnen’18 [8], the proposed TinyLIC uses a
smaller model, e.g., ≈4.6% model size reduction from 29.63M
to 28.34M, much less MACs/pixel with >50% reduction
from 1077.12 to 516.8 for more than 5% relative BD-rate
improvement to the same BPG anchor. Although Xie’21 [11]
offers the closest BD-rate gain (e.g., -21.55% versus -21.77%
in Table II), its model size is enlarged about 2×, and its
MACs/pixel is also close to 2× of that of TinyLIC.

Besides the MACs/pixel, decoding latency is another im-
portant metric for computational complexity which is highly
related to the parallelism of entropy engine. Because of
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Fig. 8. Token Embedding. (a) log(MSE) versus epoch (b) BPP versus
epoch.

the implementation differences (especially for the arithmetic
coding engine), it is hard to directly compare the decoding
runtime in a fair manner. We then choose to implement typical
methods on the same platform (e.g., CompressAI) for detailed
comparison (see Sec. V-B2).

V. ABLATION STUDIES

In this section, we dissect the TinyLIC to offer more insight-
ful discussions on its modular components like the transform
block backbone and entropy context models.

A. Transform Block Backbone

The TinyLIC stacks ICSA units to form the transform block
backbone in default.

1) Feature Embedding: Our ICSA applies a convolutional
layer to do token embedding, noted as “ConvEmbed”. Appar-
ently, there are many other solutions for the same purpose.
One prevailing method can directly extract non-overlapping
patches from input feature tensor for token embedding. We
then follow the implementation in [51] to perform patch-
based token embedding, a.k.a., “PatchEmbed”, to replace
default “ConvEmbed” in TinyLIC. As shown in Fig. 8, we can
clearly notice that default “ConvEmbed” provides much faster
convergence rate than the “PatchEmbed” in model training.
This coincides with the claim in [65], e.g., convolutional token
embedding can improve the convergence stability of model.
Other advantages of the use of “ConvEmbed” like implicit
position embedding, flexible token size support, etc, can be
referred in [65] as well.

2) SwinT vs. NAT: Previous works [29], [51] have illus-
trated the efficiency of Swin Transformer (SwinT) [50] for
content-adaptive aggregation. Thus, we replace the NAT with
the SwinT in RNABs for evaluation. All other settings of
training and testing are the same for a fair comparison. Upon
the Kodak dataset, the TinyLIC with the SwinT also provides
competitive compression performance.

On the other hand, a slight 0.1 dB PSNR loss at the
same bitrate is reported compared to the coder using default
NAT. As seen, although the introduction of the shifted-window
mechanism can essentially enlarge the receptive field for each
pixel in the SwinT, experimental results suggest that a smaller
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Fig. 9. Attentive Window Size. (a) Low bitrate with λ = 0.0067, (b) High
bitrate with λ = 0.0932. Solid line is R-D curve of default TinyLIC.
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Ο
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Fig. 10. Successive Windows for Self-Attention Computation. (a) SwinT
(b) NAT. Although the receptive field of SwinT is enlarged to that of NAT
due to the shifted window mechanism, less correlated elements are included
for information aggregation.

local window used in the NAT sufficiently aggregates local
neighbors for compact representation. Having a larger window
size may also include uncorrelated pixels which instead hurts
the efficiency of the self-attention mechanism with coding
performance loss.

3) Self-Attention Window Size: To understand the impact
of window size in the window-based self-attention layer
of RNAB, we further examine 3×3 and 11×11 window
settings in addition to the default 7×7. Since the square
window is used, we label them using “Ours(3)”, “Ours(7)”
and “Ours(11)” respectively as in Fig. 9. Two different λs at
0.0067 and 0.0932 are experimented for typical low and high
bitrate scenarios.

When using the 3×3 window, the performance drops
slightly (≈ 0.05 dB) while the performance keeps unchanged
for the 11×11 attentive window, e.g., overlapped with the
default R-D curve. When compared with the default 7×7 win-
dow, proportionally more patches are used for 3×3 window,
leading to the sharp increase of model parameters and potential
throughput bottleneck; although fewer patches are used for
11×11 attentive window, per window computation is increased
and it also imposes more strict resolution limitations of input
content6. All of these suggest a 7×7 window is a justified

6The input image size should be a multiple of 26 × w2 since resampling
by a stride of 2 at each dimension is enforced 6 times as pictured in Fig. 2.
Here w is the side length of a square.
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Fig. 11. Entropy Context Models. (a) Low bitrate with λ = 0.0067, (b)
High bitrate with λ = 0.0932. Solid line is R-D curve of default TinyLIC.

option for a balanced tradeoff.

B. Entropy Context Model

This section comprehensively examines entropy context
models for insightful comparison.

1) Various Context Modeling Methods: The use of joint
hyperpriors and spatial-channel neighbors was first proposed
in [8] where Minnen et al. applied the autoregressive manner
to exploit statistical correlations. As aforementioned, data
dependency in such an autoregressive model forces sequential
processing, leading to unbearable decoding latency. Since then,
serial refinements have been developed to alleviate the autore-
gressive dependence for high-throughput processing, such as
the channel-wise grouping [10], checkerboard patterning [53],
the combination of channel-wise grouping and checkerboard
patterning [31], and the proposed MCM, etc.

TABLE III
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY AND DECODING LATENCY

Entropy Model ∆ Parameters (MB) ∆ MACs/pixel Latency (s)

H [7] -9.53 -43.84 0.044
S [8] -1.03 -29.92 11.079

C [10] +88.01 +355.84 0.657
P [53] -1.04 -29.92 0.088

CP [31] +19.18 +67.84 0.201
MCM(Ours) - - 0.167

The parameters and MACs/pixel are evaluated only for the entropy model.

For a fair comparison, we implement typical context mod-
eling methods on the same platform as the proposed MCM.
For instance, the “H” model only uses hyperpriors [7] for
entropy context modeling while the “S” model applies the
context modeling following the autoregressive manner to uti-
lize the hyperpriors and spatial-channel neighbors jointly [8].
The channel-wise grouping used in [10], the two-stage spa-
tial checkerboard arrangement in [53], and the combination
of two-stage spatial checkerboard arrangement and uneven
channel-wise grouping in [31] are referred to as the “C”, “P”
and “CP” models respectively.

2) Performance vs. Decoding Latency: Results are given
in Fig. 11 and Table III. As seen, the proposed MCM offers
the best performance-complexity tradeoff. For example, the
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Fig. 12. Channel Slicing Strategy. (a) Low bitrate with λ = 0.0067, (b)
High bitrate with λ = 0.0932. Solid line is R-D curve of default TinyLIC
with the Cosine Strategy.

MCM model, the “C” model, and the “CP” model report the
leading coding performance at both low and high bitrates, even
outperforming the spatial autoregressive model (e.g., the “S”
model). The leading performance obtained by the “C” and
“CP” models comes from the use of an excessive amount
of extra model parameters and increased MACs/pixels. More
importantly, the MCM reports > 60×, ≈ 4×, and ≈ 1.2×
decoding speedup when compared with the respective “S”,
“C” and “CP” models. Although the “H” and “P” models
are faster than the MCM, their coding performance suffers.
Note that the performance of our method with only hyperpriors
(e.g., TinyLIC with the “H” model in entropy coding) is also
significantly better than BPG (≈19.86% BD-rate improvement
on average), suggesting the effectiveness of our transform
backbone. The latency measurement is conducted on the
Python platform. Numbers may be different on other platforms
but the trend would remain.

3) Channel Slicing Strategy: We compare several channel
slicing strategies where the Linear scheme is used in [10] to
evenly group channels, and the Cosine scheme sets variable-
size channel groups as handcrafted rules used in [31]. As
for Linear slicing, the latent feature tensor with a total of
320 channels is evenly sliced into four 80-channel groups
while, on the contrary, non-uniform channel groups with
variable channels, e.g., 24-, 69-, 104- and 123-channel, are
produced following the Cosine scheme. The stage-wise GCP
is specifically applied for grouped channels accordingly as in
Sec. III-C. As shown in Fig. 12, our default Cosine slicing
strategy is better than the Linear slicing method.

4) Progressive Decoding: A take-away point offered by the
MCM model is the support of the progressive decoding as
in Fig. 13. By decoding the first group of channels, general
structural information are reconstructed with only a quarter
bpp consumption. By further decoding and augmenting the
following groups of channels, we can observe the restoration
of chrominance and high-frequency components progressively.
Apparently, having such a progressive decoding capability
would benefit networked applications that often comes with
unreliable connections.
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0.04/19.00dB 0.083/20.91dB 0.142/28.00dB 0.186/33.05dB

0.038/20.52dB 0.074/21.08dB 0.124/27.17dB 0.166/34.65dB

Fig. 13. Progressive Decoding. The reconstruction results of four stages by
our proposed MCM.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel learned image coding method - TinyLIC was devel-
oped in this work, presenting the superior compression perfor-
mance, e.g., averaged 3% BD-rate gains against the VVC Intra
anchor, and high-throughput computation, e.g., almost 60×
decoding speedup compared with prominent learned image
coding approach. Joint high-performance compression and
high throughput computation of the proposed TinyLIC comes
from the intelligent use of adaptive neighborhood information
aggregation. To this end, we integrate the convolution and self-
attention to form the content-adaptive transform by which we
can dynamically characterize and embed the neighborhood
information conditioned on the input content; we further
propose the multistage context model using local spatial-
channel neighbors in a managed order for entropy coding to
unknit the autoregressive dependency for parallel processing
while still retaining the efficiency as the autoregressive model.
Companion material is also offered to demonstrate that the
proposed TinyLIC is a well-generalized method with promising
prospects for practical applications.
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formation to further evidence the generalization of the proposed
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I. ARCHITECTURE DETAILS OF TinyLIC

A. Architecture of Transform Networks

Table I and Table II detail the architecture of transform
networks used in TinyLIC. The example of “Conv: k5c128s2”
stands for a convolutional layer having convolutions with spa-
tial kernel size at 5×5 (k5), 128 channels (c128), and a stride
of 2 based spatial downsampling (s2) at both dimensions. The
same convention is applied to other convolutional settings. It
is worth to point out that in transposed convolutions (TConv)
at decoder, “s2” stands for the spatial upsampling at a stride
of 2. Stacked RNAB blocks are used for nonlinear transform
without changing the channel numbers. Interested parties can
either follow these settings to implement the TinyLIC from
the scratch or clone our project from https://njuvision.github.
io/TinyLIC directly for reproducible research.

TABLE I
NETWORK SETTINGS OF MAIN TRANSFORM NETWORKS.

Main Encoder (ga) Main Decoder (gs)
Conv: k5c128s2 RNAB×2

RNAB×2 TConv: k3c256s2
Conv: k3c192s2 RNAB×6

RNAB×2 TConv: k3c192s2
Conv: k3c256s2 RNAB×2

RNAB×6 TConv: k3c128s2
Conv: k3c320s2 RNAB×2

RNAB×2 TConv: k5c3s2

B. Architecture of Multistage Context Model

Following Minnen et al. [1], we stack convolutions to form
the gcc(·) as in Fig. 1a to analyze and embed cross-channel
information. The entropy parameter networks gep(·) used for
mean and scale deviation are shown in Fig. 1b.

M. Lu and Z. Ma are with Nanjing University, Nanjing, Jiangsu, China.
E-mails: luming@smail.nju.edu.cn, mazhan@nju.edu.cn.

F. Chen and S. Pu are with Hikvision Inc., Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China.
E-mails: chenfangdong@hikvision.com, pushiliang.hri@hikvision.com.

TABLE II
NETWORK SETTINGS OF HYPER TRANSFORM NETWORKS.

Hyper Encoder (ha) Hyper Decoder (hs)
Conv: k3c192s2 RNAB×2

RNAB×2 TConv: k3c192s2
Conv: k3c192s2 RNAB×2

RNAB×2 TConv: k3c384s2

Conv(5,1)

Conv(5,1)

GELU

GELU

Conv(3,1)

(a)

Conv(1,1)

Conv(1,1)

GELU

GELU

Conv(1,1)

(b)

Fig. 1. Network Compositions of (a) gcc(·) and (b) gep(·).

C. Additional Experiment Settings

1) Latent Grouping Strategies: As in the main text, our
MCM is a generalized approach by extending the existing
methods in [1]–[3]. Figure 2 plots the latent feature grouping
for various well-known methods. Recalling the evaluations
in the main text, our MCM offers the best performance-
complexity tradeoff by grouping features non-uniformly from
both spatial and channel dimensions. Although both Min-
nen’20 [1] and He et al. [2] present a close performance to
our method, they require a much larger-size model and more
MACs/pixel for computation. This is because our MCM uses
the least stages by intelligently allocating computation gradu-
ally to leverage the spatial-channel dependency. For example,
the least number of channels are grouped in the first stage of
the proposed MCM, upon which the fine-grained 4-Step GCP
is applied for spatial grouping and context modeling. On the
contrary, the last stage presents the largest number of channels,
in which feature elements at different spatial locations are
processed concurrently using channel-wise aggregation only.

2) Bitrate Range: As shown in Table III, our proposed
TinyLIC covers a much wider bit range and proved better
performance than Cheng’20 [4] and Xie’21 [5] using a unified
model.
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Fig. 2. Latent Grouping Strategy. (a) Solely Uniform Channel Grouping as
in Minnen’20 [1]; (b) Non-uniform Channel Grouping and Uniform Spatial
Checkerboard Grouping as in [2] (c) Non-uniform Channel Grouping and
Non-uniform Spatial GCP Grouping in the proposed MCM.

TABLE III
BITRATE RANGES (IN BPP) AND BD-RATE FOR DIFFERENT METHODS

EVALUATED IN KODAK DATASET

Method Birate Range BD-rate

BPG 0.07 ∼ 1.93 -
VVC 0.05 ∼ 1.43 -20.53%

Ballé’18 [6] 0.13 ∼ 1.66 3.93%
Minnen’18 [7] 0.11 ∼ 1.59 -11.30%
Cheng’20 [4] 0.12 ∼ 0.81 -17.71%

Xie’21 [5] 0.10 ∼ 1.06 -21.55%
TinyLIC (Ours) 0.126 ∼ 1.63 -21.77%

D. R-D Performance for MS-SSIM Optimized Model
We plot the R-D curve with MS-SSIM optimized model

Fig. 3. Similarly, our method also offers the most competitive
gains to the BPG anchor.

E. BD-rate Performance on Extra Dataset
In addition to the Kodak, CLIC and Tecnick datasets, we

further evaluate the TinyLIC on common test dataset suggested
by the IEEE 1857.11 Learning-based Image Coding commit-
tee. This dataset is referred to as the NIC Dataset:

• The NIC Dataset is a public dataset at https://pan.baidu.
com/s/1dPTg9JRh4PS748zxdCUUtA with access code
p76h.

• Test set contains 24×4 = 96 images with 4 differ-
ent resolutions (ClassA 6K, ClassB 4K, ClassC 2K,
ClassD Kodak).

As quantitatively measured in Table IV, we can still observe
the lead of BD-rate gains of TinyLIC to the most recent
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Bit-rate (bpp)
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Fig. 3. R-D performance averaged on Kodak dataset with MS-SSIM opti-
mized model.

TABLE IV
BD-RATE PERFORMANCE OF VVC INTRA AND TinyLIC ON NIC

DATASET. ANCHOR IS THE BPG. DISTORTION IS MEASURED BY PSNR.

Class VVC Intra TinyLIC
High Bitrate Low Bitrate High Bitrate Low Bitrate

A -15.1% -23.6% -22.5% -26.6%
B -15.3% -23.7% -19.3% -23.6%
C -22.4% -28.8% -28.7% -31.3%

D* -19.0% -23.5% -20.5% -26.4%
Ave. -17.9% -24.9% -22.8% -27.0%

* Class D images are from Kodak testing samples.

VVC Intra, for the compression of RGB images at various
resolutions and bitrates. Note that NIC Dataset also provides
training and validation images. However, to evidence the
model generalization, we directly reuse pretrained TinyLIC to
compress image samples from the test set of NIC Dataset.

F. Extra Visualizations

We also offer more qualitative visualizations using Tecnick
and CLIC image samples in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively.
Similar to the results in the main content of this work,
we can clearly observe the subjective improvements of the
proposed TinyLIC in comparison to the BPG and VVC. For
wall tile textures and flying hair in closeups of respective
Fig. 5a and 6a, our TinyLIC provides sharper and less noisy
reconstructions which are closer to the ground truth samples.

G. Support of Various Image Sources

To ensure broader adoption of the proposed TinyLIC in
vast scenarios, one key feature is to support different image
formats as the input. In addition to the RGB sources, here
we exemplify the use cases of the support of YUV4201 and
Y (monochrome) images. As illustrated in Fig. 4, a native
RGB image at a size of H ×W × 3 is processed directly by
stacking R, G, B attributes of each pixel; while for an image
in YUV420 format, it is first converted from the native RGB

1The use of YUV420 allows us to use low-resolution chrominance for data
saving without noticeable perceptual distortion [9] because the human visual
system is more sensitive to luminance components.
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TABLE V
BD-RATE PERFORMANCE OF VARIABLE-RATE MODEL ENABLED BY THE

SCALINGNET [8] AGAINST THE ANCHOR USING MULTIPLE
RATE-SPECIFIC MODELS FOR THE PROPOSED TinyLIC. NUMBERS ARE

AVERAGED FOR EACH DATASET. The smaller number the better.

dataset BD-rate
High Bitrate Low Bitrate

Kodak -1.35% -0.9%
CLIC -1.78% +0.46%

Tecnick -1.87% +0.36%

!
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!×"×3
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Fig. 4. Pixel Arrangement for TinyLIC to process various image sources in
both training and inference stages.

representation, and then rearranged to a pile of YYYYUV at
a size of H

2 × W
2 × 6 for compression. Besides, if we want to

compress a monochrome image, we can just need to process
the luminance component of the native RGB content, a.k.a, Y
attribute as in Fig. 4 if using YUV color space.

TABLE VI
BD-RATE PERFORMANCE OF TinyLIC UPON YUV420 IMAGES. ANCHOR
IS THE VVC INTRA. NUMBERS ARE AVERAGED FOR EACH DATASET. The

smaller number the better

dataset Y BD-rate ↓ YUV BD-rate ↓
High Bitrate Low Bitrate High Bitrate Low Bitrate

Kodak -20.72% -16.77% -18.74% -13.57%
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Fig. 5. Qualitative Visualization on Tecnick Dataset. Reconstructions and close-ups of the BPG, VVC and our TinyLIC. Both bpp and PSNR are marked.
(a) RGB OR 1200x1200 023, (b) RGB OR 1200x1200 056.
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Fig. 6. Qualitative Visualization on CLIC Dataset. Reconstructions and close-ups of the BPG, VVC and our TinyLIC. Both bpp and PSNR are marked.
(a) allef-vinicius-109434, (b) thong-vo-428.


